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1. Introduction

1.1 Non-small cell lung cancer

Lung cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer in the
world [23]. There are about 975,000 deaths every year

and the survival rate for 5 years is around 11% for a diag-
nosed patient. Lung cancer can be classified as small cell
lung cancer or non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). NSCLC
accounts for more than 80% of the cases. It can be further
subdivided into several histological subtypes, the most com-
mon ones are adenocarcinoma (40%) and squamous cell car-
cinoma (25%). The current treatment of NSCLC is mainly
based on tumor morphology and the tumor-node-metastasis
(TNM)- based staging system that classifies tumors into grad-
uated categories corresponding to the extent of tumor pro-
gression [10]. NSCLC comprises many different histological
and clinical phenotypes of lung cancer. The standard treat-
ment for early stage NSCLC (stage I and II) is surgery, fol-
lowed by adjuvant chemotherapy such as radiation therapy
and chemotherapy (only for stage II and higher). Stage I
NSCLC patients suffer from a ˜35% chance of relapse within
5 years after surgery (SEER-Database 2008), whereas ˜30%
of stage II patients would not experience a relapse without
any adjuvant chemotherapy [34].

1.2 MDx lung cancer test product idea.The MDx lung cancer
test is a planned product that prognoses the overall survival
of stage I and stage II NSCLC patients after surgery [19].
The molecular diagnostic assays will provide an individual
risk profile of a patient (probability of recurrence or survival
over time). The projected risk profile should help in decision
making by identifying a subset of high-risk patients within
both stages that would benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy.
Currently only stage II patients are subjected to adjuvant
chemotherapy. The new test will improve NSCLC treatment
in two ways: First it will improve the treatment recommen-
dations of the high-risk group in stage I, and second it will
minimize the side-effects for non responders in the low-risk
group in stage II.

1.3 Genomics approach.The MDx lung cancer test will be
based on genomic features. There are different approaches
how to identify potentially predictive genomic biomarkers that
help distinguish among cancer patients based on a risk pro-
file [37]: a) approach based on biological function knowledge,
b) approach based on preclinical experiments, c) approach

based on prognostic signature bearing predictive value, d) ap-
proach based on genome-wide testing to determine which fea-
tures show interaction with treatment. Following d) five ge-
nomic features were explored in an attempt to find predictive
biomarkers for the MDx lung cancer test.

1. mRNA - quantified by Affy chip U133 plus 2 [15]: mRNA
reflects the actual cellular proliferation and the stage of a
cell [32]. This can be used as an indicator for deregulated
pathways in cancer.

2. microRNA - quantified by Illumina sequencing [21]: mi-
croRNAs have shown to deregulate gene expression [12].
microRNAs can be correlated with histone modifications
and DNA methylation [16]. microRNAs either bind di-
rectly to mRNA and destroy them with a complex (neg-
ative correlation) or they bind other regulatory elements
and mRNA is up-regulated (positive correlation, i.e. tu-
mor suppression). By overlaying microRNA and mRNA
expression gene signatures it is possible to show in corre-
spondence analysis, which microRNAs have the strongest
impact [35].

3. SNPs and CNVs - quantified by sequencing/ SNP array
6.0 [20]: Copy number variation may drive gene expression
[3]. Driver mutations can cause malignant cell stages [17].
Location of feature might correlate with mRNA expression
and help predict survival.

4. Methylation - quantified by MethylScope technology [4]:
Methylation modulates transcription. Methylation imbal-
ance is either genomic hyper-methylation that would lead
to chromosome instability and increased mutation rates
[31, 30], or it is hyper-methylation leading to increased
proliferation, but here mainly locally [7].

5. Mutation spectrum - quantified by OncoCarta Panel v1.0
(Sequenom): Many genes have been shown to carry cancer-
related mutations. Investigation of mutations in tumor
cells of a NSCLC patient showed multiplicity of partially
redundant mutations [14]. Pro-growth selection promotes
the selfish proliferation of cancer cells but key functional
regions in the genome have to be conserved.

Theoretically genomic biomarkers should offer the advan-
tage of improved specificity and a reduction of heterogene-
ity that is an integral part of phenotypic population group-
ing (compare figure 1) [1]. This is very attractive in drug
development because of the biomarkers’ potential ability in
drug attrition and to reduce the overall developmental costs,
that are achieved through an improved understanding of the
mechanism of drug action, and the use of novel developmental
strategies in pre-clinical and clinical phases.
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Fig. 1. The inclusion of different features across the genomic space is expected to increase sensitivity. This receiver operating characteristic curve was drawn with data from

the Heidelberg and from the Zurich dataset.

Here we summarize how our collaborators explored the
genomic space to find reliable components for the MDx lung
cancer test. We also review what is necessary for a successful
collaboration between the Division of Molecular Diagnostics
(MDx) at Novartis and external collaborators. The document
finishes with guidelines to improve future collaborations.

2. Results
2.1 Data mining.Data is being collected on a "collect-while-
you-go" basis. The Zürich dataset which was produced at
Novartis might be excluded in future analyses because of too
much censoring and too short follow up times. For older re-
ports and for the current provisional patent this dataset was
included. It may affect the future custom-platform signature
since its exclusion was found to increase power (and the num-
ber of genes to 70, still including < 90% of the 53 genes from
the old signature) [Pratyaksha Wirapati, personal communi-
cation Mo 2011-10-10 13:38].

2.2 Quality control.No results on preprocessing and normal-
izations were mentioned. Dr. Simona Rossi and Dr. Edoardo
Missiaglia are in the process of writing a scientific article on

the curation of multidatasets in lung cancer. Documentation
does seem to not exist at this moment because the project is
still continuosly onging.

One of the reports mentioned that the microRNA data
was strongly biased by the effect of two technical features: the
length of the sequence and the origin of samples [18] . Some
microRNAs were strongly associated with histology (below)
but survival analysis was not able to produce significant asso-
ciations, perhaps due to too low sample size.

2.3 Signature discovery.The 31 gene signature alone (mRNA
gene expression) and in combination with the clinical stag-
ing showed strongest reduction of the risk ratio compared to
other gene signature from the literature (OT, MP, JBR.10;
figure 3). This is also shown in Kaplan Meier curves (figure
4). The 31 gene signature showed the strongest separation of
survival curves in the analysis. All Kaplan-Meier Curves in
combination with different clinical variables are given in [18].

Using correspondence analysis it was shown which mi-
croRNAs had the strongest effect in separating the NSCLC
subtypes (figure 2). SCC: miR-375, miR-29a AD: miR-944,
miR-149, miR-769-5p,miR-218, miR-708, miR-33a, miR-203,
miR-152, miR-378, miR-205 (Rosetta Genomics).
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Fig. 2. Principal Component Analysis showing the effects of microRNAs in separating NSCLC subtypes

The impact of SNPs was complementary to the 31 gene
signature. (additional histology related features in Chromo-
somes 3, 12, 8, 17, and 19 [34]).

The status of ras mutations in the tumors is known in
450 patients (93 percent of ZRH and HEI dataset). The me-
dian survival among patients with wild-type ras in the ob-
servation group was 74 months and had not been reached in
the group that received chemotherapy (hazard ratio, 0.69; 95
percent confidence interval, 0.49 to 0.98; P=0.03). Adjuvant
chemotherapy did not seem to confer a survival advantage in
patients whose tumor had a ras mutation (hazard ratio, 0.95;
95 percent confidence interval, 0.53 to 1.71; P=0.87). How-
ever, in the interaction analysis, the effect of the status of
ras mutations on the outcome of treatment was not statisti-
cally significant (P=0.29). There was a trend towards a poorer
outcome in patients harboring any mutations compared to pa-

tients without mutations (or at least any mutations contained
in the screening panel used here). In particular, patients with
KRAS or MET mutations showed a significant poorer out-
come.

Genome wide differential methylation was determined by
comparing two color ratios for each feature on an array (Orion
Genomics, St. Louis, MO) [34]. Unsupervised analysis showed
also a large set of methylation sites associated with tumor
histology. Two approaches were used to create a methylation
signature: in one the signatures of single methylation sites
were included which showed the highest association with sur-
vival. In the other sets of sites were included which were in the
adjacent chromosomal regions while showing consistent asso-
ciations with survival. The cross-validated methylation signa-
ture developed using all the samples (irrespectively from their
histology) or within squamous cell carcinoma alone showed a
performance no better than a random selection. Instead, the
signature generated within adenocarcinoma patients showed
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Fig. 3. Hazard ratios of 31 Gene Signature in comparison to other gene signatures

from the literature

good performance even after leave-one-out cross validation.
A significant split was also seen when tumor staging was in-
cluded. Methylation level of the sites included in the signature
seemed neither to affect the expression of adjacent genes nor
the expression of the genes included in the the gene signature.

In the gene expression analyses the signature had inde-
pendent effects under different contexts of clinical variables
(stages, histology, age), this is why inclusion of clinical vari-
ables will add new information to existing systems. The risk
scores showed continuous or gradual association with survival
in most situations.

The current, preliminary patent application includes the
mRNA expression of the following genes [34]:

1. Fifteen genes in module 1 (CBX7, TMPRSS2, KCNJ15,
PTPN13, CTSH, PPFIBP2, CD302, SFTPB, HSD17B6,
DLC1, ADRB2, PARM1, KLRB1, MS4A1),

2. Eight genes in module 2 (STX1A, KLK6, SLC16A3,
PYGL, LDHA, ITGA5, VEGFC, EEF1A2),

3. And 14 genes in module 3 (TPX2, UCK2, PHKA1,
EIF4A3, TK1, CCNA2, GGH, MELK, HMMR, EIF2S1,
TEAD4, HMGA1, RIMS2, H2AFZ).

At the moment we do not have any reproductions of re-
sults from the inclusion of the following genomic features into
a predictive gene signature: microRNA, SNPs, CNVs, DNA-
methylation analysis and mutation analysis. It was shown
that these features added explanatory power in an interme-
diate analysis [19] but they are not included in the current,
provisional patent application.

Fig. 4. Kaplan-Meier Curves of 31 Gene Signature with overall survival for an

arbitrary 50% cutoff value in the Heidelberg dataset

3. Discussion
There are several critical points to be discussed to evaluate
whether gene expression-based prognostic signatures in lung
cancer provide evidence of medical utility beyond standard of
care-based prognostic factors [29]. Below, the analysis of find-
ing a genomic signature for the MDx lung cancer test is dis-
cussed in light of critical points for prognostic factor studies in
non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). The discussion ends with
an outline for future collaborations between Novartis MDx
and collaborators.

3.1 Data mining.Before a prognostic factor study in NSCLC
is conducted objectives have to be stated clearly, i.e. here:
through gene expression profiling a high-risk subgroup of
stage I NSCLC patients will be identified who might bene-
fit from adjuvant chemotherapy. Patient selection and sample
size must be carefully planned based on the intended use of
the prognostic signature to be developed. Characteristics of
the study patients including their inclusion/exclusion criteria
must be fully explained. All raw data needs to be made avail-
able. All these critical requirements were met in the current
study.

3.2 Quality control. Full details of the analysis methods must
be provided, including normalization procedures, gene filter-
ing methods, variable selection and model building techniques
[29]. It has to be clear how missing data was handled, what
cutoffs were used and what the rationale was behind cutoffs.
All these informations have to be documented and communi-
cated in way that it is reproducible for others. The analysis
being discussed was in this regard not communicated satisfac-
torily.

3.3 Signature discovery.To demonstrate the medical utility
of the new signature, the minimal set of results that needs to
be shown separately for different stages in lung cancer is the
following [29]: (i) Kaplan-Meier plots showing the risk stratifi-
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cation using the new signature. This requires the specification
of a cutoff for defining the high- and low-risk groups. Here this
was reported in detail. (ii) Positive predictive values, negative
predictive values and receiver operating characteristic curves
are desired to test whether the new signature is a statistically
significantly better predictor of survival than older signatures
[25]. These measures depend on a sample of the true under-
lying patient population which is very difficult to obtain in
practice. Hazard ratios and regression coefficients from mul-
tivariate analysis or their P-values are insufficient in this re-
gard. It should not be forgotten to take into account other
clinical characteristics as well in the signature, such as tumor
size, surgical margins, age, and gender. These characteristics
should be used for patient selection, they should be included
for prognostic signatures, and their effects should be adjusted
for when reporting on the statistical effect of their prognostic
signature. As it was shown in [33] there are mRNA expres-
sion subtypes that were solely explained by tumor histology
in NSCLC tissues.

Full details of the final prognostic models should be re-
ported so that others can use it to classify patients in inde-
pendent datasets.

3.4 Reproducibility. It is expected that all details of the anal-
ysis methods are provided to be able to reconstruct what had
been done and to be able to reproduce the analysis given the
raw data. In this study the reproduction of the final prog-
nostic model was not possible given the raw data. The brief
description of the statistical analysis that had been provided
[35] led to the following discussion points:

3.4.1 Genomic space

The original motif driving the exploration of the genomic
space was to improve the probability of success in predict-
ing survival by combining multiple marker categories instead
of only using one genomic feature at a time [37]. Each marker
category seen individually may have challenges and limita-
tions concerning specificity and/or sample requirements. The
combination of information from all four marker categories
could complement and improve specificity and/or sensitivity.
It could also reflect the biological situation over a larger dis-
ease history timeline and discern biological differences in in-
dividuals better. On the other hand the inclusion of several
different genomic features might complicate the analysis more
than it benefits. The number of genes and different platforms
might be too large to construct a reliable tool. The variation
might be too high to be able to use the results for a prognostic
signature [25]. Variation is accumulating due to pre-analytical
factors such as tissue collection, preprocessing, storage, and
preparation, as well as due to analytical factors such as reagent
choice, incubation time and conditions, methods of readout,
and translation of platforms. Apart from variation issues the
model may be over-fitted in genomics because typically, there
are more genomic features than clinical outcomes [29]. The
goal is to find a reliable and robust signature. Being able to
reproduce the results is the only evidence of reliability and
robustness. Utilizing four to five distinct technologies at the
same time might be too complex and some technologies might
not be reproducible. Besides the lack of reproducibility one of
the most serious limitations of epidemiological studies is their
nonexperimental nature that cannot be avoided [28]. Since
these studies are retrospective and make use of archived spec-
imens investigators need to demonstrate the analytical con-
cordance of results between archived specimens and clinical
samples for a specific assay with statistical confidence.

3.4.2 Genetic signature

The gene sets in a classifier, identified as associated with out-
come, tend to be unstable because gene groups are often cor-
related by co-regulation and the stringent criteria used for
identifying differentially expressed genes results in reduced
statistical power for gene selection [25]. It is often much easier
to develop a classifier that performs accurately than it is to
identify exactly the optimal gene set. It is desirable, of course,
to understand the mechanistic relationship of the components
of an expression signature. One solution to these problems is
to define modules based on biological function knowledge and
group genes and their expression values according to them
[22, 33]. This was successfully done in one of the biggest
meta-analyses to date summarizing gene expression profiles in
breast cancer [36]. Genes were mapped to expression modules
and it was shown that the module involving cell proliferation
was the most important compound and useful in enhancing
prognostic ability.

Besides using modules as a tool to reduce noise and bias
in an attempt to build a genetic signature a myriad of predic-
tion models exist: Nearest Centroid Subtype Prediction [33],
Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis [27], Diagonal Linear Dis-
criminant Analysis (DLDA) [9], Nearest Neighbor Classifica-
tion, Classification Trees (i.e. CART), Weighted Voting Meth-
ods, and Robust Nearest Mean Classifier [22], just to mention
a few. Which predictor algorithm is used is not of primary
importance. Important is that the error rate of the algorithm
used is inferred and reported [27]. To assess significance per-
mutation methods may be applied calculating the probability
of obtaining an error rate as small as the one observed given
no association of class membership with expression profiles
[9]. Generally it has been shown that in microarray data with
hundreds of genes used as predictors and a great potential of
over-fitting the model, simple algorithms perform better.

3.4.3 Which gene signature shall be used?

The definitive assessment of a marker is usually a multivariate
analysis. When multimarker panels or signatures are used, the
results of a multivariate analysis are dependent upon certain
limitations: the cutoff adopted for the biomarker, whether
the risk score was continuous or categorical, whether all other
existing markers were coded appropriately, and how the vari-
ables were modelled [1]. Recommendations for generation and
interpretation of transcriptome data are available and should
be followed. Alternative evaluation methods based on like-
lihood ratios, concordance index or change in concordance
index have been proposed [29]. The likelihood ratios can be
defined as the probability that a patient with the disease has
the observed test results, compared to the probability that a
patient without the disease has the same result. The concor-
dance index on the other hand is the probability that of two
randomly selected patients, the one with the worse outcome
was in fact the one predicted to have a worse outcome. This
measure is very similar to the area under the receiver operat-
ing characteristic curve. These measures will help finding out
how good a prognosis is given a gene signature. The published
gene signature of Roepman et al. [22], Zhu et al. [38], and
the presented signature of Novartis based on gene expression
presented in this document might not be very different from
each other. Even if the correlation of the expression of a cou-
ple of individual genes against an outcome is almost perfect
it is still necessary to evaluate the use of a defined diagnostic
classifier to be applied to patients [29]. The crucial step now is
to validate the outcome of a change in treatment given a new
staging system. A classifier is not just a list of gene names [26].
A classifier is a function that transform the expression levels
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of a set of genes into a risk score or a predicted risk group.
In the validation the same set of genes must be sufficient to
provide accurate prediction of an independent dataset and re-
sult in better treatment of the identified subgroups. Before
this next step is initiated the statistical analyses leading to
a robust gene signature need to be evaluated for quality and
reproducibility.

3.5 Guidelines for future collaborations
Specific to this project the following information should have
been included in order to be able to reproduce the analysis
[29]:

1. A "readme" file that includes information on which sam-
ples were in- or excluded to initiate the analysis and reasons
why this was done

2. A "readme" file that explains all abbreviations used
3. Unambiguous documentation of all array preprocessing

steps
4. Summary statistics about the actual samples and their clin-

ical variables that were used
5. KM plots showing the risk stratification using the new sig-

nature compared to KM plots using old signatures applied
to the current patient cohorts under investigation

6. Specification of a cutoff for KM plots of high and low risk
groups using the training set data alone

7. Positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and re-
ceiver operating characteristic curves to test whether the
new signature is a statistically significantly better predic-
tor of survival than other standard risk factors. Hazard
ratios and regression coefficients and their p-values are in-
sufficient in this regard.

8. Full details of the final predictive model so that others can
validate it with new datasets

9. A list of genes whose expression was statistically signifi-
cantly associated with outcome

10. Gene weights from the multivariate model or complete de-
cision trees

11. Code with statistical analysis that allows the reproduction
of the same results (seeding included)

Summing up, the general key elements for a future col-
laboration should include traceability and reproducibility. It
has to be stipulated upon the start of the collaboration what
exactly is expected so that everybody involved knows how to
meet the expectations. Collaborators who agree do take care
of the statistical analysis should not only report results but
also every single code line that led to these results. Ideally
only a single key stroke would be sufficient to reproduce every
table or figure reported, given the raw data. Frequent feed-
backs will alleviate the enforcement of the right proceedings.

4. Conclusions
This project has comprehensively surveyed the genomic space
with respect to available prognostic data, resulting in a novel
prognostic signature based on gene expression data of a dis-
tinct set of genes. In general, a setup with different numbers
and types of collaborators with various backgrounds allows
to tackle problems from different angles and new ideas can
evolve. It might even result in faster progress and improve-
ment of research. However, the basic prerequisites of such a
collaboration are transparency and frequent feedbacks. Lack
of traceability and reproducibility prevent any kind of fruitful
collaboration.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5. Methods
5.1 Data mining.Primory tumor was assayed on multiple
types of genomic technologies [18]. Multiple retrospective co-
horts were used on a "collect-while-you-go" basis. The current
analysis includes 10 publicly available datasets:

1. Dana-Farber Cancer Institute (DFCI),
2. Moffitt Cancer Center (HLM),
3. Ontario Center Institute, Prince (JBR),
4. University of Michigan Cancer Center (MI),
5. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
6. Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC),
7. University of Caroline at Chapel Hill (NCCH),
8. Nagoya University (NU1),
9. Veridex, LLC (VRX),

10. Washington University (WU),

as well as two datasets generated at Novartis: Heidelberg
(HEI) and Zürich (ZRH) [34].

The datasets produced at Novartis include mRNA
gene expression, microRNA sequencing, genotyping arrays
(SNPs/CNVs), methylation arrays, and mutation spectrum -
all performed on the same patients. The public data was used
to supplement the discovery set of Novartis. The public data
consists of mRNA gene expression only. After quality control
of clinical data (excluding ambiguous samples and individuals
with missing information) all patients were used for the signa-
ture discovery, including NSCLC patients from stage I to IV.
Clinical data comprises tumor stage, tumor histology, patient
age, patient gender, date of surgery, date of relapse, time of
death, cause of death, adjuvant therapy, and smoking status.
For inclusion into the discovery cohort a patient needed to
fulfill the following requirements: surgically resected NSCLC;
informed consent and/or equivalent IRB approval; known sta-
tus for age, TNM, and histology; minimum follow-up time af-
ter surgery 36 months or an earlier event.

The following sections apply mostly to mRNA gene expression
and to almost no other genomic feature. mRNA gene expres-
sion was measured in all datasets using Affymetrix U133 plus
2 technology [15].

5.2 Quality control.Entire datasets were excluded if there
were systematic problems with quality. The microarray ex-
periment was done in several batches and data could differ
accordingly among them. To assess quality meta-analytical
cluster analysis was applied, as well as heatmap plots and
forest plots [35]. Systematic problems among datasets cor-
respond to lack of characteristic patterns in heatmap plots.
Forest plots can be used to examine per dataset summaries.
In the publicly available datasets, the expression summaries
published by the original authors were used. Direct compara-
bility across datasets was not relevant since stratified (meta-
analytical) approaches in all datasets were used to select genes
for a predictor. Heterogeneity among datasets may be helpful:
heterogeneity can be used to average out systematic biases af-
fecting individual studies (often the source of overfitting and
false leads [18]).

Probes in all platforms were remapped to the same RefSeq
database (version 39). Only probesets mapped to well-curated
subsets were used. If there were more than one probe per gene
the most variable probeset was chosen.

MicroRNA was quantified using deep sequencing [21].
Eight samples were pooled per channel. The samples were
differentiated using 6-mer barcoded primers. Initially, the
Solexa fasta-Q format sequence of each sample was aligned to
two databases: mature and human genome (NCBI37). The
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mature microRNA sequences were extended with Ns at each
end to allow the alignment with segments of RNA one or
two nucleotides longer than the wild-type sequence. Align-
ing was performed using novoalign 2.07.09 with default pa-
rameters. After alignments the data was imported into R [8]
and further analyzed. Sequences with no match or with more
than two mismatches in the human genome, and sequences
with less than three reads were filtered out from the analysis.
Only fragment sequences between 18 and 25 nucleotides were
considered. Linear scaling using the total number of reads
used was applied to normalize the data. For clustering a root
transformation was applied. After data transformation and
normalization, microRNAs were ranked by t-test and those
identified which were associated with histological type.

5.3 Signature discovery.Gene-by-gene meta-analytical Cox
regression [2] was used to rank and select genes associated
with survival across datasets followed by Naïve Bayes Classi-
fier to combine the selected genes into a multigene predictor
of survival [11]. According to this method genes were selected
to be included in the signature if they were well-performing
overall (rather than in each cohort). The data was analyzed
with the "grema" package in R [8]. The model was simplified
by rounding the weights to +1 or -1, performing signed aver-
age [36]. The predictor produced continuous risk indeces that
can then be categorized into groups or calibrated to patient-
specific expected survival curves. The risk index is simply the
weighted average of the expression values of the genes in the
signature. No other variables (e.g. clinical variables) were
used in the model fit to get the hazard ratio. The empirical
Bayes estimator was used because it was shown to slightly
perform better than other more widely used estimators [24].

A cross-validated measure was applied to assess the perfor-
mance of the method following [13]. A predictor was built us-
ing all but one available dataset. Then the predictor was val-
idated on the left-out dataset. Leave-one-out cross-validation
was considered to be the method with currently the best
known properties after extensive comparisons [6].

To show the clinical utility of the invention, survival anal-
ysis was performed and visualized using Kaplan-Meier curves
[5]. The quantitative scores were used to divide the patients
into quartiles (groups containing 25% of the patients). This
categorization allowed examination of the change of risk as
function of the score. Cox regression analysis was used to
compare selected pairs of curves, with the results showing the
hazard ratio and its 95% confidence intervals, and the p-value
of hypothesis test against no effect (HR=1). To show that the
proposed signatures add new prognostic information to well-
established factors such as histology, tumor staging and age
at diagnosis, the same analysis was performed, but with strat-
ifying the data into groups. All visualizations were performed
with the "nsurv" package in R.

For the other genomic features besides mRNA gene ex-
pression we do not have more details on the analysis for the
time being (2011-11-24).
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